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General Instructions to the Candidate : 
1.  34

Functional English

This Question Paper consists of 34 objective and subjective types of 

questions including Section – A and Section – B. Section – A consists of 

questions related to the subject Information Technology and Section – B 

consists of the questions related to Functional English. 

2.  

This question paper has been sealed by reverse jacket. You have to cut on 

the right side to open the paper at the time of commencement of the 

examination. Check whether all the pages of the question paper are 

intact. 

3. 

Follow the instructions given against both the objective and subjective 

types of questions. 

4.  

Figures in the right hand margin indicate maximum marks for the 

question.

5.  15 

The maximum time to answer the paper is given at the top of the question 

paper. It includes 15 minutes for reading the question paper.
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SECTION – A 

I. 

 7 × 1 = 7 

 Four alternatives are given for each of the following questions / incomplete 

statements. Choose the correct alternative and write the complete answer along 

with its question number and alphabet : 

1.  

(A)  (B)  

(C)  (D)  

 Sticky key is available in this tab  

(A) Keyboard (B) Sound 

(C) Display (D) Mouse 

2.  

 ………………… . 

(A)  (B)  

(C)  (D)  

 Observe the analogy and write the answer  

 Filter keys : Keyboard :: Mouse Keys : .............. . 

(A) Sound tab (B) General tab 

(C) Mouse tab (D) Display tab 

3.  

(A) 0·5
||

 (B) 1·2
||

 

(C) 1·8
||

 (D) 2·5
||

 

 The default tab stop position value is 

(A) 0·5
||

 (B) 1·2
||

 

(C) 1·8
||

 (D) 2·5
||

 

4.  

(A)  (B)  

(C)  (D)  

 Header is available under this tab 

(A) Home tab (B) Page layout tab 

(C) Review tab (D) Insert tab 
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5.  

(A) .pptx (B) .docx 

(C) .xlsx (D) .jpeg 

 File extension of word processing document is 

(A) .pptx (B) .docx 

(C) .xlsx (D) .jpeg 

6.  

(A)  (B)  

(C)  (D)  

 Conditional formatting is available under this tab  

(A) Formula (B) Zoom 

(C) Insert (D) Home 

7.  

(A)  (B)  

(C)  (D)  

 Freeze panes are available under this tab 

(A) Style (B) Cells 

(C) View (D) Review 

II.  3 × 1 = 3 

 Fill in the blanks with suitable answer :  

8. …………… . 

 The ………………… instant messaging software is accessed by browsers. 

9. 

…………………  

 Keeping the copies of personal data in additional media such as compact 

discs, pen drive is called ………………… . 

10. ………………… . 

 The relational model was introduced by ………………… . 
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III. 11. A-  B-

 4 × 1 = 4 

  Functions are given in Column-A and their groups are given in Column-B. 

Match them : 

 A- B-  

 Column-A Column-B 

i) a)  

 Breaks  Style group 

ii) b)  

 Freeze panes  Page setup group 

iii) c)  

 Conditional formatting  Window group 

iv) d)  

 Autosum  Table group 

   e)  

    Editing group 

   f)  

    Insert group 

   g)  

    Symbol group 

IV.  6 × 1 = 6 

 Answer the following questions : 

12.  

 What is client-server network ? 

13.  

 Define header. 

14.  

 What is footer ? 

15.  

 Write the steps for using autosum option in spreadsheet. 
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16.  

 Mention the software that offers various mathematical functions to do the 

calculations. 

17.  

 Mention the use of chart. 

V.  5 × 2 = 10 

 Answer the following questions : 

18.  

 Write the steps for inserting clip art in a word processing document. 

/OR 

  Aa   

 Write the different options available under change case Aa  . 

19.  

 List any four chart elements.  

20.  

 Mention the two ways of inserting a movie clip. 

21.  

 What are the different views in the calendar ? 

/OR 

 

 

 Write any two categories in the time management software. 

22.  

 Name the optional clauses of Select statements. 

VI.  4 × 3 = 12 

 Answer the following questions : 

23. 

 

 What is paragraph ?  Write the procedure to insert paragraph in MS-Word. 
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24.  

 Write the steps for inserting charts to a presentation. 

/OR 

 

 

 Write the steps of inserting table in a presentation software using insert 

tab. 

25. 

 

 Mention the items which are displayed in mail entries by selecting open 

journal entry. 

26.  

 Expand the following : 

i) SQL 

ii) DBMS 

iii) DML 

VII.  2 × 4 = 8 

 Answer the following questions : 

27.  

 Classify the views available in the spreadsheet. 

28.  

 Explain the uses of numeric data types. 

/OR 

  

 Explain the uses of binary data types. 
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SECTION – B 

I. Four alternatives are given for each of the following questions / incomplete 

statements. Choose the correct alternative and write the complete answer along 

with its question number and alphabet : 3 × 1 = 3 

29. You did me ............ favour.  

(A) huge (B) large 

(C) great (D) maximum 

30. Observe the following analogy and write the answer : 

 Bengaluru : Noun :: Walking : ………………… . 

(A) Pronoun (B) Adjective 

(C) Conjunction (D) Verb 

31. Come to shop .................. 5 p.m. 

(A) in (B) at 

(C) for (D) on 

II. Fill in the blanks with suitable answer : 1 

32. The type of letter that you write to a company which has offered you a      

job is ………………… . 

III. Answer the following question : 2 

33. What are the two resolutions (promise) made by you in the year 2017 ? 

IV. Answer the following question : 4 × 1 = 4 

34. Fill in the blanks with the appropriate word given in the brackets : 

i) I ................... ( recently, daily ) moved to a new city. 

ii) I live here with my ................ ( best, better ) friend. 

iii) There is a ................. ( logical, historical ) monument near our house. 

iv) I now live ................. ( comfortable, comfortably ) in the garden city of 
Bengaluru. 

OR 

 Fill in the blanks with correct pronouns : 

i) Except Ruhi and ................. ( I, me ) everyone else arrived late at the 
exhibition.    

ii) Ravi was very helpful to ................. ( us, ourselves ) when we went 
trekking in the mountains.   

iii) We must reach the airport on time, or else ................ ( we, us ) will 
miss the flight. 

iv) As our driver has fever, Raman and ................. ( mine, I ) offered to 
drive the car for the rest of the journey. 
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